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Health inequalities represent perhaps the most consequential global health challenge and yet they persist despite increased funding and innovative programs. The United Nations is revising the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) that will shape the world for many years to come. What would a transformative post-MDG framework for global health justice look like? A global coalition of civil society and academics—the Joint Action and Learning Initiative on National and Global Responsibilities for Health (JALI)—has formed an international campaign to advocate for a Framework Convention on Global Health (FCGH). Recently endorsed by the UN Secretary-General, the FCGH would reimagine global governance for health, offering a new post-MDG vision. This Special Communication describes the key modalities of an FCGH to illustrate how it would improve health and reduce inequalities. The modalities would include defining national responsibilities for the population’s health; defining international responsibilities for reliable, sustainable funding; setting global health priorities; coordinating fragmented activities; reshaping global governance for health; and providing strong global health leadership through the World Health Organization.
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Box. The Framework Convention-Protocol Approach

Definition: A binding treaty using an incremental process whereby states negotiate a framework with key normative standards. More stringent obligations can be subsequently created through protocols. The Framework Convention on Global Health (FCGH) creates fair terms of international cooperation to solve the defining global health issues in a more systematic and integrated way.

Current Models: The Framework Convention-Protocol approach has become an essential strategy of transnational social movements to safeguard health and the environment. The Kyoto Protocol to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change sets specific levels for greenhouse gas emissions. The WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control sets global standards for reducing the demand for tobacco.

Institutional Structures: The FCGH envisions linkages between existing institutional structures and newly created ones: the WHO Secretariat, the Conference of Parties (implementing FCGH duties and drafting protocols), an intergovernmental panel on global health (facilitating and evaluating scientific research on innovative solutions), and a high-level intersectoral consortium on global health (placing health on the agendas of multiple sectors).

Advantages: The Framework Convention-Protocol approach is flexible, allowing states to agree to politically feasible obligations, saving contentious issues to later protocols. It enables a “bottom-up” process of social mobilization for health and health justice.

A FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON GLOBAL HEALTH

Foreign Minister General Margaret Chan has referred to FCGH as a “framework for global health.” The BOX describes the Framework Convention-Protocol approach and the TABLE lists key modalities of an FCGH.

Define States’ Responsibilities for the Health of Their Own Populations

Too often, global health is framed as the quantity and quality of funding given by richer to poorer countries. However, this obscures the reality that states have primary responsibility for safeguarding the health of their populations. International human rights law—enshrined in the WHO Constitution and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights—places duties on all states to progressively realize the right to health. An FCGH would bind states, within their capacity, to provide universal access to a comprehensive package of health services.

The current $41 per capita of government health sector spending in sub-Saharan Africa—and only half that level in Southeast Asia—is well below the minimum $60 per capita that WHO estimates is required by 2015. These health expenditures as a proportion of total government spending are significantly lower than the global average (<10% compared with 14%). Yet African heads of state pledged in the 2001 Abuja Declaration to commit at least 15% of their budgets to the health sector, a pledge reaffirmed at their 2010 summit.

At the present rate of increase, it will not be until 2039—nearly 4 decades after the Abuja Declaration—that average health sector spending among African countries will reach the 15% target.

A state’s own health spending is influenced by international assistance, which accounts for 15% of total health expenditures in low-income countries on average and is as high as two-thirds in some countries. Unfortunately, developing countries often reduce their domestic health spending in response to increasing international assistance—the “substitution effect.” If low-income countries spend roughly $0.50 to $1 less for health for every dollar they receive—and if the outside funding is not aligned with national priorities—the overall result will be unsatisfactory.

Moreover, it is unrealistic to expect that affluent states will carry out their responsibilities if lower-income states do not provide necessary resources for health within their own economic constraints, and do so effectively. A firm international commitment placed on countries to make a clearly defined contribution to health services could convince wealthier countries to accept their mutual responsibilities. Agreement on minimum domestic responsibilities for health would enable all countries to better understand and honor their obligations.

Define International Responsibilities to Provide Sustainable Funding

The duty of states should not be limited to caring for their own people but should also extend to fostering a functioning, interdependent global community, in which health is a matter of common concern. Increased globalization has compelled states to understand the need for collective action, as evidenced by WHO’s International Health Regulations. However, state responsibilities extend far beyond rapidly spreading infectious diseases to encompass building health capacity in low-income states.

The Current Paradigm of “Health Aid” Is Untenable. “Global health” is often viewed in a constricted way, focused principally on health assistance provided by wealthy states to the poor, in a donor-recipient relationship. Framing global health as “health aid,” however, suggests that the world is divided between states that give and those that receive, whereas, in fact, they are equal partners. Collaboration among countries, both as neighbors and across continents, should be about reducing shared risks and advancing common interests, affirming mutual responsibilities for human well-being, and building capacity collectively.
The concept of “aid” both presupposes and imposes an inherently unequal relationship, in which one side is a benefactor and the other reliant. This leads high-income states and foundations to view their funding as “charity,” which is largely discretionary. It also means that donors have the sole authority to choose the amount and objectives of funded programs, without regard to the host countries’ priorities. International funding, therefore, is not predictable, scalable to needs, or sustainable in the long term.

Conceptualizing international funding as “aid” masks the deeper truth that health is a globally shared responsibility, reflecting mutual risks and vulnerabilities—an obligation of health justice that demands a fair allocation of burdens and benefits. International funding should be seen as a partnership designed to achieve the communal objective of safeguarding health and narrowing inequalities.

Set a Fair Level of Global Health Assistance. The Commission on Macroeconomics and Health calculated that high-income countries should allocate 0.1% of gross national income to official development assistance (ODA) for health.19,31 In 2009, ODA for health from wealthier countries was 0.045% of gross national income, or half of what is required by this measure.24 The High Level Taskforce on Innovative International Financing for Health Systems similarly determined that total annual health spending in low-income countries would have to more than double to meet the MDG targets.32

Yet the international community is not projected to meet these funding levels, and with austerity budgets in many high-income countries, international development resources are unlikely to grow.27 For example, a shortfall in contributions led the Global Fund to cancel its Round 11 and postpone funding for new activities until 2014.28 The United States is also well behind pace in achieving the Global Health Initiative spending targets of $63 billion from 2009 through 2014.29

Ensure the Long-term Reliability of Funding. Although the volume of international funding for global health certainly matters, long-term reliability is equally important. Financial assistance is typically provided in the form of grants with limited duration. The long-term viability of funding often depends on domestic politics in wealthy countries—from election and appropriation cycles to changing geopolitical interests and priorities.

Financial commitments, therefore, remain short term and conditional, with funding that is volatile and unreliable. Low-income states are “understandably reluctant to take the risk of relying on increased aid to finance the necessary scaling up of public expenditure.”25 That does not mean they will refuse financial assistance that is available. However, the short-term nature of assistance makes states reluctant to invest in infrastructure, human resources, or recurrent costs, which poses obstacles to building high-quality health systems.

Financial assistance that is unreliable and contrary to the principle of mutual responsibility is an inefficient expenditure of resources. This should be sufficient reason to consider a global agreement on norms that clarify national and global responsibilities for health, transforming ineffective short-term financial assistance into effective sustained funding. For example, an FCGH could structure international funding obligations with longer-term horizons, consistent with national health priorities.

Set Global Health Priorities to Improve Health and Reduce Inequalities

The problem facing poor countries is not simply insufficient financing, but also skewed priorities. Currently, a significant amount of funding is directed toward “specific diseases or narrowly perceived national security interests” placed high on the global health agenda by a small number of wealthy donors.31 Typically, a few high-profile infectious diseases are prioritized. For example, WHO’s 2010-2011 extrabudgetary funding was primarily for infectious dis-
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eases (65%), with negligible allocations for noncommunicable diseases and injuries. Yet, noncommunicable diseases account for 63% of all deaths worldwide, and injuries account for 17% of the global burden of morbidity among adults.

In priority setting, a stronger cooperative approach should be taken among funding partners in defining and advancing developing country health agendas. Funding, both domestic and global, should more accurately reflect health needs within low-income countries. To maximize health and well-being, greater precedence should be given to the major determinants of health: public health services to meet human needs, well-functioning health systems, and socioeconomic conditions.

Public Health Services to Meet Human Needs. Far-reaching health benefits would come from meeting such timeless human health needs as clean water and adequate nutrition, sanitation and sewage, vector abatement, and tobacco control. Countries that have significantly improved health outcomes have done so primarily through sanitary reform, such as running water, functioning lavatories, a hygienic environment, and control of vermin (eg, rats, cockroaches, mosquitoes, lice). Regulatory reforms to ensure safe and nutritious food, occupational health and safety, and reductions in use of tobacco and alcohol create conditions in which the population can be healthy.

Health System Strengthening. The WHO has set out the essential building blocks of a well-functioning health system: accessible health services, a well-trained health workforce, information systems, and essential vaccines and medicines. A financing system that consistently allocates sufficient funds for universal access to affordable services would meet a full range of medical needs, including primary, emergency, and specialized care.

Socioeconomic Conditions. Socioeconomic status remains a vital underlying determinant of health. People who receive high-quality education, employment, housing, and social or income support lead healthier and safer lives than those who lack these critical services. Reducing poverty, promoting gender equality, and narrowing socioeconomic inequalities are essential to achieve better health for the world’s population. It is for this reason that governments should adopt a “health-in-all-policies” approach, ensuring that all decisions are made with an eye to achieving optimal population health.

Coordinate Fragmented Global Health Activities

Multiple actors now occupy the field of global health. The deluge of initiatives, often focusing on specific diseases, includes more than 40 bilateral donors, 26 UN agencies, 20 global and regional funds, and 90 global health initiatives, not including the proliferation of aid organizations, religious missions, and volunteers.

The increasingly crowded landscape has resulted in fragmentation, duplication, and reduced programmatic efficiency. Developing countries “face a bewildering array of global agencies from which to elicit support,” leaving health ministries overburdened with “writing proposals and reports for donors whose interests, activities, and processes sometimes overlap, but often differ.”

The encroachment of international actors on capable local actors hinders country ownership and control. Well-funded entities that operate AIDS clinics or other state-of-the-art facilities are able to offer more lucrative salaries and better working conditions than local providers. This can drain public or private initiatives in the host country, making it more difficult to provide sustainable services.

The governance system needs to foster effective partnerships and coordinate initiatives to create synergies and avoid destructive competition at all levels—international, national, and local. Most importantly, developing countries must take “ownership” through exercising effective leadership, setting their own strategies, and coordinating activities. International partners should align behind these objectives, use local systems, and share information to avoid duplication.

Better coordination and a shared sense of priorities should augment, not detract from, the diversity of approaches that arises from the proliferation of global health actors. These include civil society, with its ability to mobilize social action, advocate for the poor, and hold public officials accountable; the private sector, with its ability to develop innovative drugs and vaccines, market nourishing food, and build safer and healthier places to work; and foundations, with their willingness to fund imaginative solutions to critical global health challenges and satisfy unmet needs. Thus, harnessing the creativity and resources of multiple partners is an essential global health strategy that must be facilitated through an international agreement.

Reshape Global Governance for Health

Global governance for health (the subject of a Lancet/University of Oslo/Harvard Global Health Institute commission) is the collection of rules, norms, institutions, and processes that shape the health of the world’s population. Governance strategies aim to organize divergent stakeholders and manage social, economic, and political affairs to improve global health and narrow inequalities. This does not require top-down, “command and control” rules, but rather wise influence and direction to better address the key determinants of health and ensure programmatic effectiveness.

Global governance for health differs from the more conventional concept of global health governance, which principally concerns the role of the health sector. Global governance for health includes the health sector but also captures multiple domains that influence health, such as agriculture, development, foreign policy, human rights, trade, and the environment. For example, burdening low-income countries with long-term debt or requiring reductions in government expendi-
tures as a loan condition can weaken domestic health systems. World Trade Organization rules protecting intellectual property similarly can render essential vaccines and medicines unaffordable. For example, an FCGH could require states and international organizations to show that loan conditions or trade rules are not detrimental to the public’s health.

**States Have a Responsibility of “Good Governance.”** Public officials, who have the power to allocate resources and make policy, owe a duty of stewardship—an obligation to act in the interests of the population they serve. Good governance is trustworthy, in that it avoids corruption, such as public officials personally benefiting or diverting funds from their intended purposes. It is transparent, in that institutional processes and decision making are open and intelligible. It is deliberative, in that public officials meaningfully engage stakeholders, giving them the right to provide genuine input into policy making. Good governance is also accountable, in that political leaders give reasons for decisions and take responsibility for successes or failures, and the public can change the direction of policies. Good governance enables government to formulate and implement effective programs, manage resources competently, and provide high-quality health services.

Despite the importance of good governance, the World Bank finds that health is a highly corrupt sector in many developing countries. Health care professionals engage in corrupt practices by leaking funds, diverting drugs or supplies, demanding off-the-books payments, and bribing public officials for accreditation or licenses. A vicious cycle of graft can occur, as corrupt countries tend to perform poorly and then become even more reliant on foreign assistance.

**Governance Strategies Must Influence Multiple Sectors.** The global governance system must be capable of exerting influence in multiple regimes that affect health. Intellectual property affects access to essential medicines, trade in services affects health worker migration, and climate change affects food, disease vectors, and natural disasters. Human rights law covers socioeconomic determinants of health, while humanitarian law protects civilians caught in armed conflict.

An effective global health leader such as WHO needs to be at the table in major forums advocating for health with a powerful voice. However, this has not occurred. Global Health Watch, for example, reported that rich states use their funding leverage to pressure WHO “to steer clear of macroeconomics and trade...and to avoid such terminology as ‘the right to health’.”

An FCGH could enhance WHO’s influence by creating a high-level intersectoral consortium on global health composed of senior leaders of global institutions, such as the World Trade Organization, International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and Food and Agriculture Organization. Convened by WHO, the consortium’s objective would be to ensure a sustained, high-level focus on health within multiple regimes.

**Provide Strong Global Health Leadership**

Given the proliferation of global health actors and the manifold influences on health from numerous sectors, exercising global health leadership is a daunting task. However, the difficulties should not mask the imperative of strong leadership. In a complex and splintered world, there is no substitute for leadership. Without strong leadership, the current response to global health challenges has been ad hoc and fragmented. Without a global health advocate with economic and political clout, other regimes have dominated the global agenda, notably intellectual property and trade.

The WHO has the unique legitimacy to assume leadership, with its constitution granting broad normative power “to act as the directing and coordinating authority on international health.” Although WHO is an admirable organization, it has failed to live up to expectations in its leadership role. The WHO, moreover, is currently undergoing a major structural reform amid a budget deficit of more than $300 million, with 300 headquarter staff members (>10% of personnel) losing their jobs.

The solution is not to marginalize WHO but rather to strengthen the agency so that it can fulfill its constitutional responsibilities. To enhance its role as an authoritative technical agency, the FCGH would charge WHO with convening an intergovernmental panel on global health—modeled on the successful intergovernmental panel on climate change. The panel would provide ongoing scientific analysis and recommend innovative solutions to improve health and reduce inequalities. To enhance WHO’s normative authority, the FCGH would strengthen commitments under WHO codes of practice (eg, the international recruitment of health workers) and global strategies (eg, diet and physical activity, and the harmful use of alcohol).

If the bold vision of a Framework Convention on Global Health does become a reality, WHO must be at the center of global governance for health, providing evidence-based innovative solutions, steering the health sector, influencing multiple sectors, and becoming a passionate voice for “health for all, justice for all.”
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